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IRON MAN Is The First Member Of BENETTI’s Vivace 125’ line

The first of five Fast Displacement Vivace 125’ vessels from BENETTI has been already sold, and it’s called IRON MAN.
Designed by Stefano Righini, the superb 38,1-meter motor yacht is a semi-body vessel, featuring three living decks and
an amazing sun deck where you can relax all day long.
Inside the cabin, the decor has been inspired by the famous cartoon and movie hero, which should explain the name
of this exquisite vessel. Showing off a modern style, the furnishings inside this luxurious yacht have been the result of
the hard work and imagination of Alfred Karram Jr. With a predominant use of grey wood, alongside a black and white
ceiling, the vessel also comprises a crystal dining room table and steel detailing allowing for that overall modern vibe.
Finished off in a special gray and white gel coating, the exterior of IRON MAN superyacht looks sleek and modern. Its
future owners and guests will surely love the huge custom divan, the swimming pool and the relaxing area on the sun
deck, but there’s more to this yacht than just amazing amenities.
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The interior layout comprises four lovely suites for eight guests, as well as an impressive owner’s apartment on the main
deck. The latter comes with a spacious dressing room, a bedroom with a work desk, a small salon and two bathrooms
separated by a large shower. A crew of seven will make both the owner and the passengers feel spoiled.
The guest cabins are located on the lower deck, with two VIP queen sized cabins positioned towards the helm. IRON
MAN also features a fully equipped country kitchen with a professional cooking area, a well equipped gym and all kinds
of modern technologies that will keep you connected to the real world while you’re out on the high seas.
During sea trails, the IRON MAN yacht reached a maximum speed of 24 knots, that’s even more than initially intended.
The innovative design allows for a low fuel consumption and comfortable traveling at higher speeds, which is more than
great.
The Vivace 125’ line was awarded the RINA Comfort Class classification, that stands proof as to how silent and smooth
her ride is.

